Welcome to Family Dominoes!
!Family Dominoes from Play Someone gets the whole family playing everybody’s favorite
game! We designed it especially for the iPad to be fun, realistic, and easy to play. It handles
the most popular styles of play and up to six players. Everybody can share one iPad passed
around the table, or play on up to six iPads. Just like a real game, you move the dominoes and
lay out the game however you want.

Before You Get Started
When you launch the app, Family Dominoes shows you its whole set of dominoes. You can
move them around on the screen however you want. It’s great for showing other people how
to play, reliving your past victories, or doodling with the dominoes when you’re waiting for an
invitation to a network game. The only thing you can’t do is line them up to knock them over!

The Welcome screen.

If you ever end up at the Welcome screen when a game is going on and you want to keep
playing, you can tap the “Continue game” button to pick up where you left off.
Most of the time, you’ll want to get started playing a game. Just tap “New game.” A game for
two players gets set up for you automatically.

Getting Started
Let’s get started and play a game of dominoes!
Styles of play
Family Dominoes is as simple to use as a real dominoes set, but there are some advantages
you don’t get in the real world.
In the real world, you might start playing before you realize that your friends have different
rules about scoring than you do. Dominoes is played all over the world with many kinds of
variations. So Family Dominoes starts by asking you how you play, giving you four basic
options.

Family Dominoes asking how you play with the How Do You Play Dominoes?
popup.
Terms for the different styles of play are defined later on in the “Vocabulary” section.

There are two basic ways to score: during a round, and at the end of the round, and some
styles use both. Within those scoring styles, there are two popular options for each.
• In the block style of dominoes, all dominoes are drawn at the start and the game ends when
a player runs out of dominoes or blocks the other player from making a play.
• The draw style of dominoes lets you draw during the round, and the winner gets points at
the end based on the dominoes left in the boneyard.
For styles where scoring takes place during the game, you look at the ends of the game board.
• In the Muggins style, you try to get the pips to add up to a multiple of five.
• In the Bergen style, you get points for matching the ends no matter how many pips there
are.
To choose a style, just tap a button. If you hit the wrong one or change your mind, there’s a
brief delay where you can make changes. You can always change or tweak the rules later. See
the section “Customizing the Rules.”
Where to find it
Family Dominoes lays things out just like a real game of dominoes, with room for the controls
you need to make it convenient on your iPad.

A Family Dominoes game in progress.
Game Board The game board is where you move your dominoes to make a play.
Active Player’s Hand The dominoes that belong to the player whose turn it is. You should
hide these with the “Hide hand” button before you give the iPad to your opponents!
Button Bar This lets you handle situations like when you have to pass, and gives you control
over the app, like hiding and showing your hand, changing the rules, adding a player, starting
a game, or bringing up help.
Boneyard In Family Dominoes, the boneyard is on a separate tray that floats on top of the
game board. You drag it by the handles on both sides. You can move it to the center at the
beginning of a round when you are drawing dominoes for your hand, and then move it out of

the way to focus on the game board later on. The dominoes in the boneyard are neatly lined
up, but don’t worry—they’re always shuffled thoroughly before each round.
Player Icon and Label Each player has a number, and the players always play in order. The
icon shows who you’re playing against.
Human player on this iPad
Human player on another iPad over the network (WiFi or Bluetooth)
Computer-controlled player
Info Line The info line gives you hints about what’s going on in the game by showing you
what network players are doing and explaining why a move you tried wasn’t allowed.
Score Pad The score pad automatically keeps track of who is winning the game.
Waiting Players You can see how many dominoes are in your opponent’s hands. If you are
the host of a game, you can touch the label to change the player among the different types (on
this iPad, network, computer controlled).
Playing
Playing has a lot in common with real life: players take turns in order. The order is always the
numerical order, but Player 1 might not always go first depending on the rules you’ve set.
Be sure to use the “Show hand”/”Hide hand” button so that only you can see the dominoes in
your hand.
A round starts by drawing the dominoes for each player’s hand. Just drag them from the
boneyard into your hand. You can draw all your dominoes before passing to the next player,
or you can pass after every domino. Use the “Pass” button, or just hand the iPad over to them
on the other side and they can draw as soon as the screen rotates into place.
To play a domino, move it from your hand onto the game board. You can move and rotate the
domino with just one finger. Match it up and let go when you are ready to play it. Just like in
real life, you can change your mind as long as you don’t take your finger off the domino.

End of play
At the end of a round or game, you can keep playing with the same players and rules using the
“New round” or “New game” button.
Use the “Start over” button to end a game. This will return you to the Welcome screen. You
can continue the game with the “Continue game” button, or start over completely with the
“New game” button.

Adding Players and Joining Network Games
Besides playing with other people who are sharing your iPad, you can play with people on
other iPads, or against the computer.
Hosting a game
Just tap the “Add player” button. You can add up to four players beyond the first two, for a
total of six players.
When you tap the “On a networked iPad” button, you will see a list of iPads on the right side.
Choose your opponent, and they will get an invitation as shown below (see “Joining a game”).

The Add Player popup.
To play the computer, choose “Computer-controlled.” When you play the computer, you have
to use the “Automatic” style of domino placement (see “Customizing the Rules”).

If you want to play against just one other computer-controlled player, just touch the label for
that player (“Player 2”), and you will get the Change Player popup, which gives you the
chance to set up a player. It also has the option “No longer playing” which lets you remove a
player from a game.
Joining a game
To join a game, wait for a host on another iPad to add you as a player. You will get an
invitation like the one pictured below. You will only receive invitations if you are on the
Welcome screen, but not if you are in the middle of another game. Answer “Yes” to join the
game.

An invitation to join a network game.
Sometimes, computer networks don’t behave. If you’re expecting an invitation and it’s slow to
arrive, touch the “To join a network game…” message. You can also quit the app and restart,
but this shortcut will get you playing sooner.

Once the players are added, the game can begin with drawing dominoes.
Voice chat
Whenever two iPads are playing a game together with any number of players, Family
Dominoes sets up a voice chat link between them.
To turn voice chat on, tap the “Chat” button. When voice chat is on, the button is labeled
“Mute” so you can turn off your microphone for privacy.
Use the iPad’s built-in volume control to find a comfortable listening level. You can turn the
volume down completely to turn off the other iPad’s chatting.
End of play
To leave a network game you were invited to, use the “Resign” button.
If you are the host of a network game or if you are playing on one iPad, you can use the “Start
over” button to return to the Welcome screen. If you tap “Start over” by accident, you can
continue your game with “Continue game.” If you tap “New game,” you will have to reestablish network connections and add computer players.

Customizing the Rules
The four choices you have at the start of your first game simplifies things a little bit for the
sake of getting you started quickly. But if you bring up the Rules with the “Rules” button, you
can adjust Family Dominoes to play just the way you like.

The Family Dominoes Rules popup showing all available rules and scoring options.
Size of hand
You can choose how many dominoes each player has to have before a round can start.
Any size The round can start at any time by any player moving a domino from their hand to
the game board. This means that Family Dominoes won’t enforce the rule, but people playing
might agree to another rule.
Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Fourteen Each player must have the number of dominoes
you choose to start the game.
First play
Anyone Anyone can play any domino to start the round. This means that Family Dominoes
won’t enforce the rule, but people playing might agree to another rule.

Highest double The player with the highest double must play that domino first. If no player
has a double, you must shuffle and everybody has to draw again.
Highest double, single The player with the highest double must play that domino first. If no
player has a double, the player with the highest non double must play it first. If there’s a tie
for the highest non double, you must shuffle and redraw.
Double six The player with the double six must play it first. If no player has the double six,
you must shuffle and redraw.
If you want to draw until a double or double six is drawn, then choose “Any size” for Size of
hand.
If you want the first play to be determined by the drawing of lots, then choose “Anyone” for
the First play. Draw to determine who will play first. Then use the “Shuffle” button to
reshuffle and draw the dominoes for the round.
Scoring
Multiple of three If scoring is applied as the game progresses (defined by the next rule),
then when the sum of the ends is a multiple of three, you get that many points. If scoring is
applied at the end of the round, then the player with the least pips in hand receives the total
of their opponents’ pips, rounded to the nearest multiple of three. In a tie, no one receives any
points.
Multiple of five If scoring is applied as the game progresses, then when the sum of the ends
is a multiple of five, you get that many points. If scoring is applied at the end of the round,
then the player with the least pips in hand receives the total of their opponents’ pips, rounded
to the nearest multiple of five. In a tie, no one receives any points.
For multiple of three and multiple of five scoring, doubles count for their total score. For
example, a double four always counts as eight points.
Other players’ pips If scoring is applied at the end of the round, then the player with the
least pips in hand receives the total of their opponents’ pips. In a tie, no one receives any
points.

Pips plus boneyard If scoring is applied at the end of hand, the player with the least pips in
hand receives the total sum of his opponents pips and the sum of the pips in the boneyard. If it
is a tie, then no one receives any points.
Bergen If scoring is applied as the game progresses, then you get a point for each matching
end.

The board on the left earns you two points in the Bergen style of scoring because
there are two matching ends. Playing the double three as in the board on the right
earns you three points.
If scoring is applied at the end of the round, then you get one point if you empty your hand. If
nobody has a play, then the player with the least pips in hand receives one point. In a tie, no
one receives any points.
When to apply scoring
At end of round When a player empties their hand or when nobody has a play.
As game progresses During the game according to the option Scoring .
At both times
Round winner plays first
Yes The winner of the previous round must play first in the next round of a continuing game.
No Anybody can play first when a game starts a new round.

Domino placement
Realistic The players move dominoes freely, rotated to any convenient angle and placed
anywhere on the game board where they are close enough to tell what matches.
Automatic The app places the dominoes automatically and neatly.
Drawing from the boneyard
One at a time You can draw only one domino at a time, but possibly many in a turn.
Maximum of one You can only draw only one domino per turn. You must play it if you can,
or pass otherwise.
Draw two, play or pass You must draw two dominoes when you draw. Then you must play if
you can, or pass otherwise.
No No drawing takes place after the first domino of a round is played.
More boneyard rules
Leave none You can draw until the boneyard is empty.
Must leave one You can draw only until one domino is left.
Must leave two You can draw only until two dominoes are left.
Play twice in one turn
Yes You can play two dominoes per turn.
No You can play just one domino per turn.
Pass anytime
Yes You can pass even when you have a domino you can play.
No You must play whenever you have a domino you can play.
Play in teams
• There are always two players per team.

• If there are four players, Player 1 and Player 3 will be Team 1 and Player 2 and Player 4
will be Team 2.
• If there are six players, Player 1and Player 4 will be Team 1, Player 2 and Player 5 will be
Team 2, and Player 3 and Player 6 will be Team 3.
First double is spinner
Yes The first double played can be played on all four sides.
No The first double can be played only on two sides.
Game ending
Minimum points You win when you reach or pass the Winning points (next rule).
Exact points You win only when you reach the exact Winning points. If you earn more than
the Winning points, they won’t count. For example, if Winning points is 61 and your score is
60, you can only score one point on your next play.
Round ends When the round ends, the player with the most points wins.
Winning points
When the Game ending rule is “Minimum points” or “Exact points,” this is how many points
are needed.

Using Rule Sets
Family Dominoes automatically saves the rules you choose and uses them for every game you
play. But there are “Load” and “Save” buttons at the bottom of the screen that let you
customize the game.
The first time you use Family Dominoes, it sets up rules for Bergen, Block, Draw, and Muggins
that match the four choices you had the first time you played.

The list of rule sets you can load with the Load Rules popup.
If you load rules that use the “Realistic” style of domino placement and have any computercontrolled players you should change the style to “Automatic” so that the computercontrolled players can keep playing. Otherwise, they will be changed to human players
sharing the iPad.
You can create your own rule set when you tap “Save.”

The Save Rules popup.

Vocabulary
You can play dominoes without ever learning the words that domino experts use to talk about
the different types of rules, but here are some terms to help you to avoid misunderstandings
with your family and friends.
Bergen A style of play where scoring takes place during a round and is based on how many
ends match.
Block A style of play where scoring takes place only at the end of a round and all dominoes
are drawn at the beginning of the round.
Boneyard Also known as the stock. These are the dominoes that have been shuffled but not
yet drawn into a player’s hand or played on the board. In Family Dominoes, it floats over the
rest of the game and you can move it around by dragging the edges.

Draw A style of play where scoring takes place only at the end of a round and dominoes are
drawn during the game as needed.
Game One or more rounds of dominoes. The winner is determined by the total score for all
rounds.
Hand In Family Dominoes, we use the term hand to refer to the dominoes you have drawn
from the boneyard but haven’t played yet. Some writers also use the term to refer to what
Family Dominoes calls a round.
Muggins A style of play where scoring takes place during a round when the ends add up to a
multiple of five. If you play all the dominoes in your hand, you get points for the dominoes in
your opponents’ hands, too.
Round A part of a game that starts with players drawing from the boneyard and ending,
depending on the style of play, with a player playing all their dominoes, a certain score being
reached, or all players being blocked from making a play.

Messages and Troubleshooting
If you’re playing and nobody’s watching, then there’s nobody to catch you when you break a
rule. Family Dominoes is always watching, and so the messages below explain what it’s
watching for. Sometimes, because there are computer networks and technology involved, you
might have a little bit of other troubleshooting to do.
Player 2 must pass for Player 1 to draw or play.
Player 1 tried to move a domino from the Waiting Players part of the screen.
Player 1 is a network player. You can only move dominoes for players on this iPad.
Really, that’s cheating to mess with someone else’s dominoes when they’re not looking.
Player 1 already has enough dominoes to start.
Check the “Size of hand” setting in the Rules popup if you are trying to draw more dominoes
than the app thinks you need.

You have to leave at least one domino in the boneyard.
You have to leave at least two dominoes in the boneyard.
Check the “More boneyard rules” setting in the Rules popup if this isn’t how you like to play.
You have to leave enough dominoes for everybody to have a fair share.
For some styles of dominoes played against the computer, you have to leave enough for the
computer player to have as many in its hand as you have in yours. If you were playing against
another person, they would complain, too.
Dominoes can’t overlap.
Well, they can overlap a little bit, but if they’re too close together, it’s hard to read them.
You can make that play, but move the dominoes closer together.
You can make that play, but only on the other side of the domino.
Family Dominoes lets you put dominoes almost anywhere, but checks to make sure that
someone looking at the game board can make sense of it.
You have to have an even number of players to play in teams.
Make more friends or add a computer player.
Player 1 needs 7 dominoes to start the round.
Check the “Size of hand” setting in the Rules popup. You can choose “Any size” and Family
Dominoes will not complain.
Players need to have the same number of dominoes to start the round.
This is a friendly reminder in case someone starts to play before everyone else is finished
drawing from the boneyard.
Only the player who won the last round can go first.
Check the “Round winner plays first” setting in the Rules popup. You can change this to “No”
if you don’t want the app to check.

Since nobody has a double, you have to shuffle and draw again to start the round.
The player with the highest double has to play it to start the round.
Keep drawing until someone has the highest double or single.
Shuffle again and keep drawing until someone has the highest double or single.
Check the “First play” setting in the Rules popup.
Player 1 has the highest double or single and has to play it.
Player 1 has to play domino 5–3 to start the round.
Keep drawing until someone draws the double six.
Shuffle again and keep drawing until someone draws the double six.
Player 1 has to play the double six.
A friendly reminder that the round can’t start until all players check their hands for the
highest domino or double six. Check the “First play” setting in the Rules popup.
It’s Player 1’s turn now.
When a game was interrupted by quitting the app, this lets you know whose turn it is.
You can draw only one domino in your turn and then you have to play or pass.
You can draw only two dominoes in your turn and then you have to play or pass.
Player 1 has to draw one more domino.
Check the “Drawing from the boneyard” setting in the Rules popup.
There is nowhere to play that domino right now.
You tried moving a domino to the game board even though there are no legal plays.

Player 1 played 3–2.
Player 1 passed.
Player 1 scored 10 points.
These are especially helpful if you are playing over a network and missed seeing the play.
The game is over. Play again!
Player 1 won the game! Play again!
The round is tied. Shuffle and keep playing!
The round is over. Keep playing!
Player 1 won the round!
Congratulations to the winner!
You have to move a domino into your hand before playing it.
If you try to move a domino directly from the boneyard to the game board, that doesn’t make
any sense. But fingers slip, don’t they?
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